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The thing was that me and Rise were blood brothers, but sometimes I really didn't know him. . . . As Jesse fills his sketchbook with
drawings and portraits of Rise, he tries to make sense of the complexities of friendship, loyalty, and loss in a neighborhood
plagued by drive-bys, vicious gangs, and abusive cops.
In Drink: The Intimate Relationship Between Women and Alcohol, award-winning journalist Anne Dowsett Johnston combines indepth research with her own personal story of recovery, and delivers a groundbreaking examination of a shocking yet little
recognized epidemic threatening society today: the precipitous rise in risky drinking among women and girls. With the feminist
revolution, women have closed the gender gap in their professional and educational lives. They have also achieved equality with
men in more troubling areas as well. In the U.S. alone, the rates of alcohol abuse among women have skyrocketed in the past
decade. DUIs, “drunkorexia” (choosing to limit eating to consume greater quantities of alcohol), and health problems connected to
drinking are all rising—a problem exacerbated by the alcohol industry itself. Battling for women’s dollars and leisure time,
corporations have developed marketing strategies and products targeted exclusively to women. Equally alarming is a recent CDC
report showing a sharp rise in binge drinking, putting women and girls at further risk. As she brilliantly weaves in-depth research,
interviews with leading researchers, and the moving story of her own struggle with alcohol abuse, Johnston illuminates this
startling epidemic, dissecting the psychological, social, and industry factors that have contributed to its rise, and exploring its longlasting impact on our society and individual lives.
8 starred reviews · Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best · William C. Morris Award Winner · National Book Award Longlist ·
Printz Honor Book · Coretta Scott King Honor Book · #1 New York Times Bestseller! "Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds
"Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review) "Heartbreakingly topical."
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A marvel of verisimilitude." —Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, in-your-face novel." —Horn
Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the
fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal
shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a
national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets
in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what
really went down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could
upend her community. It could also endanger her life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story in
Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.
In New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers's last novel, he delivers a gripping story based on the life of a real
dancer known as Master Juba, who lived in the nineteenth century. This engaging historical novel is based on the true story of the
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meteoric rise of an immensely talented young black dancer, William Henry Lane, who influenced today's tap, jazz, and step
dancing. With meticulous and intensive research, Walter Dean Myers has brought to life Juba's story. The novel includes
photographs, maps, and other images from Juba's time and an afterword from Walter Dean Myers's wife about the writing process
of Juba!
The derelict Stratford Arms is turned over to the Action Group to be cleaned up. But then the group realizes that there is an
outrageous bunch of tenants living in the building.
New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers traveled back to his roots in this memoir that is gripping, funny, and
ultimately unforgettable. Don’t miss this memoir by a former National Ambassador of Books for Young People! As a boy, Myers
was quick-tempered and physically strong, always ready for a fight. He also read voraciously—he would check out books from the
library and carry them home, hidden in brown paper bags in order to avoid other boys' teasing. He aspired to be a writer (and he
eventually succeeded). But as his hope for a successful future diminished, the values he had been taught at home, in school, and
in his community seemed worthless, and he turned to the streets and to his books for comfort. Here, in his own words, is the story
of one of the most important voices of our time.
Ten stories portray life on a block in Harlem.
A critically acclaimed tearjerker from a master storyteller: On one side of the border is brutality and heartache; on the other side--a
new life. 14yo Manny is an orphan in Juarez, Mexico. He competes with his bigger, meaner rivals for the coins American tourists
throw off the bridge between Texas and his town. Across that heavily guarded bridge await a different world and a better
existence. On the night when Manny dares the crossing--through the muddy shallows of the Rio Grande, past the searchlights and
the border patrol--the young man encounters an old stranger who could prove to be an ally or an enemy. Manny can't tell for
certain. But if he is to achieve his dream, then he must be willing to risk everything--even his life.
A young man searches for answers after the death of his brother at the hands of police in this striking debut novel, for readers of
The Hate U Give. When Marvin Johnson's twin, Tyler, goes to a party, Marvin decides to tag along to keep an eye on his brother.
But what starts as harmless fun turns into a shooting, followed by a police raid. The next day, Tyler has gone missing, and it's up
to Marvin to find him. But when Tyler is found dead, a video leaked online tells an even more chilling story: Tyler has been shot
and killed by a police officer. Terrified as his mother unravels and mourning a brother who is now a hashtag, Marvin must learn
what justice and freedom really mean. Tyler Johnson Was Here is a powerful and moving portrait of youth and family that speaks
to the serious issues of today--from gun control to the Black Lives Matter movement.
Your first love is totally wrong for you. Do you follow your heart? Or do you run away? Junice What am I doing? He’ll take one
quick look And wish he was anywhere else but here I’m already ashamed of what I think He will think of me, of the life I lead
Damien Yes, she is the fruit that will Sustain me and yes, she brings A rain that I know can chill But it is a rain so sweet and sings
A song my soul insists That I follow, if I would exist As more than I have ever, ever been If my mother calls it evil, then I embrace
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the sin
Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Myers is a young adult novel about seventeen-year-old Richie Perry, a Harlem teenager who
volunteers for the Army when unable to afford college and is sent to fight in the Vietnam War. Perry and his platoon—Peewee,
Lobel, Johnson, and Brunner—come face-to-face with the Vietcong, the harsh realities of war, and some dark truths about
themselves. A thoughtful young man with a gift for writing and love of basketball, Perry learns to navigate among fellow soldiers
under tremendous stress and struggles with his own fear as he sees things he’ll never forget: the filling of body bags, the deaths
of civilians and soldier friends, the effects of claymore mines, the fires of Napalm, and jungle diseases like Nam Rot. Available as
an e-book for the first time on the 25th anniversary of its publication, Fallen Angels has been called one of the best Vietnam War
books ever and one of the great coming-of-age Vietnam War stories. Filled with unforgettable characters, not least Peewee Gates
of Chicago who copes with war by relying on wisecracks and dark humor, Fallen Angels “reaches deep into the minds of soldiers”
and makes “readers feel they are there, deep in the heart of war.” Fallen Angels has won numerous awards and honors, including
the Coretta Scott King Award, an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, a Booklist Editors Choice, and a School Library Journal Best
Book. Fallen Angels was #16 on the American Library Association’s list of the most frequently challenged books of 1990–2000 for
its realistic depiction of war and those who fight in wars.
The groundbreaking and widely praised novel about a school shooting, from the acclaimed author of Monster. Multiple narratives,
a personal journal, and newspaper and police reports add perspective and pull readers into the story. "Questions of guilt and
innocence drive the plot and stay with the reader," said Hazel Rochman in a starred Booklist review. "Highly readable." "A haunting
story that uncovers the pain of several high school students," according to Teenreads.com. "It explores the tragedies of school
violence and how the result of bullying can go to the most dramatic extreme. Myers has a gift for expressing the voices of his
characters. Shooter is not a light read, but it will leave you reeling."
When I first got to Progress, it freaked me out to be locked in a room and unable to get out. But after a while, when you got to
thinking about it, you knew nobody could get in, either. It seems as if the only progress that's going on at Progress juvenile facility
is moving from juvy jail to real jail. Reese wants out early, but is he supposed to just sit back and let his friend Toon get jumped?
Then Reese gets a second chance when he's picked for the work program at a senior citizens' home. He doesn't mean to keep
messing up, but it's not so easy, at Progress or in life. One of the residents, Mr. Hooft, gives him a particularly hard time. If he can
convince Mr. Hooft that he's a decent person, not a criminal, maybe he'll be able to convince himself. Acclaimed author Walter
Dean Myers offers an honest story about finding a way to make it without getting lost in the shuffle.
A classic and highly acclaimed biography of civil rights activist Malcolm X, ever more relevant for today's readers.
Follows five generations of an African-American family, from the capture and enslavement of the first ancestor, through the Civil
War and the end of segregation, to a troubled cousin's reunion with his family. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reissue.
Guys and girls get together, get played, and get real. Who Am I Without Him? is a Booklist Top Ten Romance Novel for Teens and
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is "breaking new and necessary ground"* in twelve short stories about guys and girls falling in and out of love and relationships,
testing out ways to communicate with one another, respect each other-- and respect themselves. This is a complex, often
humorous, and always on-point exploration of today's teens determined to find love and self-worth . . . any way they know how.
New York Times bestselling author and Printz Award winner Walter Dean Myers once again connects with teenagers everywhere
in Darius & Twig, a novel about friendship and needing to live one's own dream. This touching and raw teen novel from the author
of Monster, Kick, We Are America, Bad Boy, and many other celebrated literary works for children and teens is a Coretta Scott
King Honor Book. Darius and Twig are an unlikely pair: Darius is a writer whose only escape is his alter ego, a peregrine falcon
named Fury, and Twig is a middle-distance runner striving for athletic success. But they are drawn together in the struggle to
overcome the obstacles that life in Harlem throws at them. The two friends must face down bullies, an abusive uncle, and the idea
that they'll be stuck in the same place forever. Maria Russo, writing in the New York Times, included Darius & Twig on her list of
"great kids' books with diverse characters." She commented: "The late Myers, one of the greats and a champion of diversity in
children’s books well before the cause got mainstream attention, is at his elegant, heartfelt best in this 2013 novel. It’s about two
friends growing up in Harlem, one a writer, one an athlete, facing daily challenges and trying to dream of a brighter future."
A teenage boy accompanies his father, who has recently escaped from prison, on a trip that turns out to be a time of often painful
discovery for them both.

An exciting, eye-catching repackage of acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers' bestselling paperbacks, to coincide with the
publication of SUNRISE OVER FALLUJA in hardcover. Seventeen-year-old Greg "Slam" Harris can do it all on the
basketball court. He's seen ballplayers come and go, and he knows he could be one of the lucky ones. Maybe he'll make
it to the top. Or maybe he'll stumble along the way. Slam's grades aren't that hot. And when his teachers jam his troubles
in his face, he blows up. Slam never doubted himself on the court until he found himself going one-on-one with his own
future, and he didn't have the ball.
The Scorpions are a gun-toting Harlem gang, and Jamal Hicks is about to become tragically involved with them in this
authentic tale of the sacrifice of innocence and the struggle to steer clear of violence. This Newbery Honor Book will
challenge young men to consider their own decisions as they come of age in a complex and often frustrating society.
Pushed by a bully to fight and nagged by his principal, Jamal is having a difficult time staying in school. His home life is
not much better, with his mother working her fingers to the bone to try to earn the money for an appeal for Jamal's jailed
older brother, Randy. Jamal wants to do the right thing and help earn the money to free his brother by working, but he's
afraid to go against the Scorpions. Jamal eventually pulls free of the gang's bad influence, but only through the narrowest
of escapes. Walter Dean Myers, five-time winner of the Coretta Scott King Award, sensitively explores the loyalty and
love between friends faced with hard choices. Scorpions is 25 years old, but the issues of poverty and violence make it a
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timeless powerful read—sadly as relevant as ever.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jason Reynolds, a “funny and rewarding” (Publishers Weekly) coming-ofage novel about friendship and loyalty across neighborhood lines and the hardship of life for an urban teen. A lot of the
stuff that gives my neighborhood a bad name, I don’t really mess with. The guns and drugs and all that, not really my
thing. Nah, not his thing. Ali’s got enough going on, between school and boxing and helping out at home. His best friend
Noodles, though. Now there’s a dude looking for trouble—and, somehow, it’s always Ali around to pick up the pieces.
But, hey, a guy’s gotta look out for his boys, right? Besides, it’s all small potatoes; it’s not like anyone’s getting hurt.
And then there’s Needles. Needles is Noodles’s brother. He’s got a syndrome, and gets these ticks and blurts out the
wildest, craziest things. It’s cool, though: everyone on their street knows he doesn’t mean anything by it. Yeah, it’s
cool…until Ali and Noodles and Needles find themselves somewhere they never expected to be…somewhere they never
should've been—where the people aren’t so friendly, and even less forgiving.
From Walter Dean Myers comes a powerful and timely novel about the heroics and horror of war---a gripping companion
to FALLEN ANGELS. Robin "Birdy" Perry, a new army recruit from Harlem, isn't quite sure why he joined the army, but
he's sure where he's headed: Iraq. Birdy and the others in the Civilian Affairs Battalion are supposed to help secure and
stabilize the country and successfully interact with the Iraqi people. Officially, the code name for their maneuvers is
Operation Iraqi Freedom. But the young men and women in the CA unit have a simpler name for it: WAR
After running away from their troubled homes, two English teenagers move in with a group of squatters in the port city of
Bristol and try to find ways to support their growing addiction to heroin.
Four years after Theo's best friend, Donovan, disappeared at age thirteen, he is found and brought home and Theo puts
her health at risk as she decides whether to tell the truth about the abductor, knowing her revelation could end her lifelong dream of becoming a professional ballet dancer.
From beloved author Lois Duncan comes a frightening novel about a group of students who set out to teach their
malicious teacher a lesson -- only to learn that one of them could be a killer. Mr. Griffin is the strictest teacher at Del
Norte High, with a penchant for endless projects and humiliating students. Even straight-A student Susan can't believe
how mean he is to her crush, Dave, and to the charismatic Mark Kinney. So when Dave asks Susan to help a group of
students teach Mr. Griffin a lesson of their own, she goes along with them. After all, it's a harmless prank, right? But
things don't go according to plan. When one "accident" leads to another and people begin to die, Susan and her friends
must face the awful truth: one of them is a killer.
Ida B. Wells was an extraordinary woman. Long before boycotts, sit-ins, and freedom rides, Ida B. Wells was hard at
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work to better the lives of African Americans. An activist, educator, writer, journalist, suffragette, and pioneering voice
against the horror of lynching, she used fierce determination and the power of the pen to educate the world about the
unequal treatment of blacks in the United States. Award-winning author Walter Dean Myers tells the story of this
legendary figure, which blends harmoniously with the historically detailed watercolor paintings of illustrator Bonnie
Christensen.
When Frankie asks his friend Rebecca to the Homecoming dance, it ultimately leads to a face-off between a tough senior
whose family owns most of their small town, and Frankie's older brother and his gang-member friends. Reprint.
New York Times Bestseller"Engaging." --Publishers Weekly, starred review Master storyteller Walter Mosley deftly mixes
speculative and historical fiction in this daring New York Times bestselling novel, reminiscent of Colson Whitehead's The
Underground Railroad. 47 is a young slave boy living under the watchful eye of a brutal slave master. His life seems doomed until
he meets a mysterious runaway slave, Tall John. 47 finds himself swept up in a struggle for his own liberation.
This New York Times bestselling novel from acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers tells the story of Steve Harmon, a teenage boy
in juvenile detention and on trial. Presented as a screenplay of Steve's own imagination, and peppered with journal entries, the
book shows how one single decision can change our whole lives. Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative coming-of-age
story that was the first-ever Michael L. Printz Award recipient, an ALA Best Book, a Coretta Scott King Honor selection, and a
National Book Award finalist. Monster is now a major motion picture called All Rise and starring Jennifer Hudson, Kelvin Harrison,
Jr., Nas, and A$AP Rocky. The late Walter Dean Myers was a National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature, who was
known for his commitment to realistically depicting kids from his hometown of Harlem.
In 2035, Dahlia Grillo, a sixteen-year-old math whiz, joins with six other American teens traveling to England to meet with groups
from around the world in hopes of stopping C8, the companies that control nearly everything for their own benefit.
A brilliant, boundary-leaping debut novel tracing twelve-year-old genius map maker T.S. Spivet's attempts to understand the ways
of the world When twelve-year-old genius cartographer T.S. Spivet receives an unexpected phone call from the Smithsonian
announcing he has won the prestigious Baird Award, life as normal-if you consider mapping family dinner table conversation
normal-is interrupted and a wild cross-country adventure begins, taking T.S. from his family ranch just north of Divide, Montana, to
the museum's hallowed halls. T.S. sets out alone, leaving before dawn with a plan to hop a freight train and hobo east. Once
aboard, his adventures step into high gear and he meticulously maps, charts, and illustrates his exploits, documenting mythical
wormholes in the Midwest, the urban phenomenon of "rims," and the pleasures of McDonald's, among other things. We come to
see the world through T.S.'s eyes and in his thorough investigation of the outside world he also reveals himself. As he travels away
from the ranch and his family we learn how the journey also brings him closer to home. A secret family history found within his
luggage tells the story of T.S.'s ancestors and their long-ago passage west, offering profound insight into the family he left behind
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and his role within it. As T.S. reads he discovers the sometimes shadowy boundary between fact and fiction and realizes that, for
all his analytical rigor, the world around him is a mystery. All that he has learned is tested when he arrives at the capital to claim
his prize and is welcomed into science's inner circle. For all its shine, fame seems more highly valued than ideas in this new world
and friends are hard to find. T.S.'s trip begins at the Copper Top Ranch and the last known place he stands is Washington, D.C.,
but his journey's movement is far harder to track: How do you map the delicate lessons learned about family and self? How do you
depict how it feels to first venture out on your own? Is there a definitive way to communicate the ebbs and tides of heartbreak,
loss, loneliness, love? These are the questions that strike at the core of this very special debut. Now a major motion picture
directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet and starring Kyle Catlett and Helena Bonham Carter.
This book explores how mental illness is portrayed in 21st-century young adult fiction and how selected works can help teachers,
librarians, and mental health professionals to more effectively address the needs of students combating mental illness. • Offers
extensive analysis of contemporary young adult fiction featuring youth with mental illness to help school and youth services
librarians make informed collection development and readers' advisory decisions • Examines the symptoms and warning signs of
mental illness in adolescents in addition to how various disorders are diagnosed and treated • Offers strategies for teachers and
librarians to integrate quality texts into middle and high school curricula and into community initiatives aimed at confronting the
stigma associated with mental illness • Follows a standardized chapter format that makes it easy for readers to learn about the
books and the mental illnesses they highlight • Provides an extended list of resources at the end of each chapter that includes
additional young adult fiction and nonfiction as well as adult fiction texts
In the New York City borough of Queens in 1996, three girls bond over their shared love of Tupac Shakur's music, as together they
try to make sense of the unpredictable world in which they live.
New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers tackles the social contract from a teen’s perspective in his novel All the
Right Stuff. In one of his most thought-provoking novels to date, Myers weaves together political philosophy, basketball, and
making soup in Harlem, with the depth that defines his writing career. After his father is shot and killed, Paul Dupree finds a
summer job at a Harlem soup kitchen. Elijah, the soup man, questions Paul about tough life choices, even though Paul would
rather be playing basketball. Over the summer, Paul begins to understand the importance of taking control of your life. All the Right
Stuff includes a Q&A between Walter Dean Myers and Ross Workman, coauthor of Kick.
Join acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers in a heartwarming celebration of African-American childhood in words and pictures.
Sharing favorites from his collection of long-forgotten turn-of-the-century photographs, and punctuating them with his own moving
poetry, Mr. Myers has created a beautiful album that reminds us that "the child in each of us is our most precious part."
For the very first time in his decades-long career writing for teens, acclaimed and beloved author Walter Dean Myers writes with a
teen, Ross Workman. Kevin Johnson is thirteen years old. And heading for juvie. He's a good kid, a great friend, and a star striker
for his Highland, New Jersey, soccer team. His team is competing for the State Cup, and he wants to prove he has more than just
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star-player potential. Kevin's never been in any serious trouble . . . until the night he ends up in jail. Enter Sergeant Brown, a cop
assigned to be Kevin's mentor. If Kevin and Brown can learn to trust each other, they might be able to turn things around before
it's too late.
The itch starts when things get too heavy for Lil J. Skin popping or stealing pain pills from his mom help him relax. But Lil J's focus is
wandering because money is short, and his man Rico knows a way to make some quick cash. It's supposed to be an easy deal, but it isn't so
simple when the buyer is an undercover cop. With a gunshot wound to the arm, Rico in jail, and a police officer clinging to life, Lil J is starting
to get dope sick. He'd do anything to change the last twenty-four hours, and when he stumbles into an abandoned crack house, it actually
might be possible. . . . Walter Dean Myers weaves elements of magical realism into a harrowing story about drug use, violence, alternate
perceptions of reality, and second chances.
As the Civil War rages, another battle breaks out behind the lines. During a long hot July in 1863, the worst race riots the United States has
ever seen erupt in New York City. Earlier that year, desperate for more Union soldiers, President Abraham Lincoln instituted a draft–a draft
that would allow the wealthy to escape serving in the army by paying a $300 waiver, more than a year’s income for the recent immigrant
Irish. And on July 11, as the first drawing takes place in Lower Manhattan, the city of New York explodes in rage and fire. Stores are looted;
buildings, including the Colored Foundling Home, are burned down; and black Americans are attacked, beaten, and murdered. The police
cannot hold out against the rioters, and finally, battle-hardened soldiers are ordered back from the fields of Gettysburg to put down the
insurrection, which they do–brutally. Fifteen-year-old Claire, the beloved daughter of a black father and Irish mother, finds herself torn
between the two warring sides. Faced with the breakdown of the city–the home–she has loved, Claire must discover the strength and
resilience to address the new world in which she finds herself, and to begin the hard journey of remaking herself and her identity. Addressing
such issues as race, bigotry, and class head-on, Walter Dean Myers has written another stirring and exciting novel that will shake up
assumptions, and lift the spirit. From the Hardcover edition.
History has made me an African American. It is an Africa that I have come from, and an America that I have helped to create. Since they
were first brought as captives to Virginia, the people who would become African Americans have struggled for freedom. Thousands fought for
the rights of all Americans during the Revolutionary War, and for their own rights during the Civil War. On the battlefield, through education,
and through their creative genius, they have worked toward one goal: that the rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness be denied no
one. Fired by the legacy of men and women like Abd al Rahman Ibrahima, Ida B. Wells, and George Latimer, the struggle continues today.
Here is African-American history, told through the stories of the people whose experiences have shaped and continue to shape the America
in which we live.
Dope SickHarper Collins
Vietnam. A young American soldier waits for his enemy, rifle in hand, finger on the trigger. He is afraid to move and yet afraid not to move.
Gunshots crackle in the still air. The soldier fires blindly into the distant trees at an unseen enemy. He crouches and waits -- heart pounding,
tense and trembling, biting back tears. When will it all be over? Walter Dean Myers joined the army on his seventeeth birthday, at the onset of
American involvement in Vietnam, but it was the death of his brother in 1968 that forever changed his mind about war. In a gripping and
powerful story-poem, the award-winning author takes readers into the heart and mind of a young soldier in an alien land who comes face-toPage 8/9
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face with the enemy. Strikingly illustrated with evocative and emotionally wrenching collages by Caldecott Honor artist Ann Grifalconi, this
unforgettable portrait captures one American G.L's haunting experience.
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